
Year 8

Subject Arabic B Year 8 Level A

Term Week Focus Summary Learning Outcomes

1

2

3 Analysing the steps and  instructions contained in a trip plan Writing and speaking a series of interconnected steps for planning a trip to the museum of the future

4 Analysing a plan for a trip abroad; exploring linguistic structures, main ideas and supporting details learners will be writing their plans for a trip abroad using ordinal numbers and connectives

5 Writing a first draft of a letter persuading a friend to join the trip

6 Writing a firsecondst draft of a letter persuading a friend to join the trip

7

8 Explore persuasive language features. Holding a debate with a friend about the  pros and cons of direct and online shopping. Each adopts and defends a point of view.

9 Analysing & using the information in persuasive texts to compare and make a choice and justify it. Writing the first draft of a persuasive text on the pros and cons of direct and online shopping, explaining the points of view and supporting its choice with evidence that convinces the reader of this choice.

10  Analysing comparative persuasive texts to find main ideas and supporting details and assess the writer's langauge Final writing and publishing to compare live and online shopping in detail

11 Explore persuasive language features. Holding a debate with a friend about the  pros and cons ofSocial media platforms. Each adopts and defends a point of view.

12 Analysing & using the information in persuasive texts to compare and make a choice and justify it. Writing the first draft of a persuasive text on the pros and cons of Social media platforms, explaining the points of view and supporting its choice with evidence that convinces the reader of this choice.

13 Analysing comparative persuasive texts to find main ideas and supporting details and assess the writer's langauge Final writing and publishing to compare Social media platforms in detail

14

Te
rm

 1

Revision

Planning 
Planning a trip abroad

Assessment, feedback & response

Comparison & choice:  Types of shopping

Comparison & choice:  Social media platforms

Assessment, feedback & response


